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About This Game

Game Features:

★A variety of craft to choose from, with varying stats and abilities.
★Race on futuristic tracks with ultra realistic vehicles.

★Furiously fast paced racing with awesome vehicles designed with unprecedented precision.
★Unlock new tracks as you progress through the game.

★Collect different power-ups and use them to win.
★High resolution screen support.
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It's "Wipeout" from the PS1. But it's a TERRIBLE Wipeout.

Your ship doesn't actually go where you are pointing. I mean it does, but when you corner and you would expect your ship to
point in that direction and momentum slowly moves you that way... it doesn't. You still point the other way but you move
weirdly to the one side.

No controls page. No options. Nothing! No tutorial. The first course is incredibly hard, but it's made worse by the bad control
systems.

The only reason i have hours in the game is the cards.. Don't waste your time. Hey every one, look!♥♥♥♥♥♥simulator was
only $0.14 this christmas :) what a great deal.... a game this "good" doesnt come around often.. 1.Buy Ampersand during sale
2.Open it and stay AFK
3.Earn Steam Trading Cards
4.Sell Steam Trading Cards
5.$$$$$$$
. Friend gifted me it, looked at the screenshots and it looked OK
-Open up game and press ESC to tr and find an options menu because the game is so LOUD
-Press ESC closes the game with no confirmation
-Open up game again...
-Plays first race, and finds its really glitchy
-Farms cards because game is bad

10/10 would farm again. A friend gifted me this game. We are not friends anymore.
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Ok, so this is a racing game that is so broken you can literally just go BACKWARDS for a few meters, cross the line and win
EVERY TIME, but it will also visually glich out at random rendering the game unplayable. There are no menus, no list of
controls, and absolutely ZERO ways the game communicates ANY information. This game would be better if it was set on fire
and used to heat a gaming studio that makes ACTUAL GOOD GAMES. This game should be classified as a drunk driving
simulator.. uses autopilot*
*crashes*

Jokes apart, game is not as bad as I first thought seeing the other reviews. But that surely doesn't mean that it's any good.
Full of bugs. Worst AI ever. Doesn't tell the controls.

I can only recommend it for free, that is if you bought it on sale for 0,14€ and then you sell the cards. what a rubbish. Cut and
dry racing game. Not that much thought went into the development. Only worth $1 if that. Read the other reviews. They are all
correct. 2/10. Buy bad rats, it's better than this. This is so bad in every single way possible; not even worth buying on sale, you
will have no fun with it! It honestly doesn't even deserve a review.

The one and only reason to acquire this game would be for the trading cards.
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